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Alok Sharma was live in WWP( West Windsor Peeps ).

Tarana Dada
Oh my God!! What is wrong with these people. Sorry at work or else would have come to show support

Sarita Kamat
This is so sad . Should we do something as a community to kick them out?

Rajiv Walia
Be safe Alok Sir.

Marion Brown
Call 911
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Nicholas Young
What in the world...

Toy Edwards
This is so crazy!!!! Be safe out there!

Pankaj Garg
Who are they ? And where is police?

Tarun Sharma
Why is Teng Bioa not calling the police or seeking help ?

Wenli Li
OMG, they are back again!!

Rahul Rehani
You should call township health officer and use ordinance 115 - this is a covid related safety hazard
for township residents wanting to use using sidewalk. 
These people should not be standing on sidewalk. Also, if you have sound meter, I think they will
also be in violation of noise township ordinance 113

Alok Sharma
Rahul, Doesn't apply to political protest.

Manal V Mehta
insanity!

Toy Edwards
You are trying to reason with unreasonable people.

Toy Edwards
Alok, get out of there friend. You can’t reason with unreasonable parent. Don’t give them the attention they
are looking for.
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Wenli Li
Alok, come back. We cannot be there to support you. I am worried about your safety.

Amy Diaz
Turn on the sprinklers and give them a nice soaking

Rory Murphy
Lawn looks beige and needs watering. �  

Toy Edwards
It be your own people!

Toy Edwards
Damn...

Toy Edwards
Be safe friend!

Christine M. Greber Calandra
Alok Sharma you can’t convince crazy! Get away from them and don’t get sick!!!

Nibha Nayyar
Alok, respect! So proud to call you a neighbor! With people like you, our town will always be safe.
Thank you for being so brave.

Toy Edwards
This is the craziest sh’t! Alok, you are the GOAT, my friend. Please stay safe!

Jasmine Jaywant
OMG. There has got to be something that can be done. Water hose? Skunks? These people are utter
imbeciles

Nibha Nayyar
Many of these people are standing shoulder to shoulder. Nothing can be done about that??
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Tameka Tjerrell
This is crazy. Be careful. I respect your bravery.🙂�

Jordan Lee
Thank you for your activism!

Manjari Chovatia
Where are the cops?

Sahana Arun
Omg this is crazy !! 
Alok Be careful and stay safe

Alok Sharma
Peeps, I left from there...just wanted to report on what's going on here....they come a feet away
from you, stalk you, abuse you, surround you...

Rashmi Katiyar
Call the cops

Irfan Ali
Alok call me if you go there again. Do not go there alone.

Hussein Mudassir
Why can't we involve police

Yingzi Deng
Where is our Mayor? Where is the police? I’ve lived in WW for 13 years and I’m seriously feeling
unsafe now

Srinivasan Subramanian
Be safe

Aman Gupta
Alok lets form a group to go there next time. Going alone may not be prudent or effective.
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Aman Gupta
And there has to be a way to engage police!

Aman Gupta
Btw, love and support your love for the town and residents 🙏

Anu Rao
The "protesters" are well funded and this is their day job. They'll show up again unless are deterred,
how can we as a community do that?

Mala Alagason
I think the group is loving all these attention we are giving them. Just saying. Could that be the goal?

Eilleen Cardone
Mala Alagason They are most likely getting paid - that is their goal. Hard to reason with that motive.

Alok Sharma
Mala, their goal is the attention from their sponsor....they face-time with whoever that is, record
all of this.....this is the "product" they submit to make the sponsor know that it is worth the, my
estimate $4,000 daily, spent on them. The "product" they are selling to that person is
intimidation and violence.

Melinda Rubenstein
Alok Sharma- let’s organize! I name the time and place and I will be there with this sign and this
message: Did you consult your soul when you decided to partake in this protest? 
Have you considered the ramifications of your actions here today? 
What do you value? Humanity or greed 
Do you your actions here today hurt or help humanity? Please leave.
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Melinda Rubenstein
Sorry - autocorrect- you name the time and place. And � thank you for taking this important step
in highlighting what is going on here..

Laura Feng
Thank you, Alok Sharma for standing up for a fellow community member! Please stay safe!

Jim Solloway
Show this video to the police

Jatin Patel
Can we get sprinklers on for these guys!!

Alok Sharma
Peeps, this is our hood, our community, our town...we are 30,000 strong , they are 20...we will be safe.

Krishna Jasani
Alok Sharma aren’t the health group of township can enforce anything here? They are standing
so close, Isn’t there a 10 day Quarantine for out of state visitors especially from hotspots? Can’t
the neighbors complaint about these loitering? If there is loud music or suspicious car in my
neighborhood I can call my town police for a check. If neighbors say they feel unsafe there should
be some law or protection.

Deepika Kohli
Looks like they left . I see no one now.

Alok Sharma
Deepika, I was told they leave for lunch someday...might come back at 2 pm again.

Deepika Kohli
Al k Sh k I ill t 2 t d W d d b th f 10 12 l
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Alok Sharma ok I will try 2 pm today. Wednesday can be there from 10-12 also

Alok Sharma
Deepika, there is a very simple message we need to tell them....they are not welcome to do this
intimidation in our town...they should please leave us in peace.

Satyam Rawal
Alok, be careful, can you pls ask them their motives ? And what are they here for ?

Alok Sharma
You seen me ask them multiple times in the video...they just show these weird posters..smh. If
you ask what their real intent is, it is to intimidate and harass. What is their cover - some
conspiracy theory, actually conspiracy theories have more credibility than what these cult type
gang believes in.

Satyam Rawal
Alok Sharma I agree with your feedback. It is distasteful on their part to hide behind curtains. I
commend you for your courage

Jawahar Lal
What do they want ?

Evelyn Cabalda-Batoon
Alok Sharma, thank you for being pro active.

Goldi Kaul
I am confused- can one not call the cops on these people and have them “cease and desist” with
immediate effect? Especially if they are hatemongering and causing mental anguish.

Goldi Kaul
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I find it very scary that if we allow people like these into our communities- what next? It gives people with
money ammunition to riddle our society with misinformation and who knows what else

Deepak Nayak
This is very abusive behavior and so blatant, even when they know they are on Facebook live, from
these group of people are, towards Alok Sharma .

Kai Lin Lee
Lucas Cuitiño Aakanksha Ambati

Lucas Cuitiño
Tell them bro

Daniel Arthur-Gay
I think sprinklers could discourage them but I imagine they will just move to the other side of the street. 
I am curious that since it is a protest of an individual how it is shielded by being called a political protest

Annette Gabrielle Lytle
Alok, where is this, address? Don't go alone, let this group know in advance.

Venkataraman N Karimanasseri
We are a very vocal, yet compassionate lot in this town, and Alok my dear friend - please do not go
alone next time ever. I hope to join you next time you go there. Just give me a heads up a couple of
hours before so that I can make arrangements at home and come to give you my support. �

Filip Sogan
Venkataraman N Karimanasseri these people look pretty harmless from the looks of it.

Venkataraman N Karimanasseri
Filip Sogan I will assume that WW is still safe. But these are days when paid and imported folks
create havoc in big liberal cities and I am more worried that the few folks who came so close to
Alok may be exposing him to covid19. He is taking a huge risk and when someone like that came
close to him, he had to protect himself. 

Protesting peacefully and obeying local laws is fine, but not physically coming close despite telling
the other person to stay back.  

Separately, I still think it is a Wuhan lab China virus. I lost my dad to this virus on Jan28, he was
one of the earliest victims this year.  

My dad, he was 91 and very healthy ie, until he could no longer breathe. All his 91 years he had
never seen a doctor or a clinic. And we could not save him. He was on a ventilator and I saw him
luckily for the last week he was breathing at home and later in the ICU. 
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It is a huge mistake to ignore the origins of this bio-terrorism tool let loose on us all.  

China had banned travel from Wuhan to any of its other cities very early on, but it was freely
allowing flights out to the rest of the world, delaying the true information on the extent of death
and destruction caused by this new fast spreading virus. Why? And WHO enabled them!  

There is a lot of open questions for which we will not have a definitive answer. 

But this post is about stalking and intimidating a peaceful resident of our town no matter how
much we may agree or disagree.

Marie Levine
Filip Sogan I was there today to support Mt. Teng. The protesters are peaceful enough, but they
are shouting obscenities in Chinese. The police drive by and have stopped a few times, but these
paid protesters aren’t breaking the law.

David Henderson
who said the protesters are paid? that’s nonsense, where is the proof. I was there today and there
was no shouting expecting by Alok

Joe Lewis
I got a good amount of information. All and all they are harmless.

Marie Levine
David Henderson ask them

David Henderson
Marie Levine I did

David Henderson
Marie Levine

Truman Levine
lli hi d ht d ??? h t hitt thi t d h b t id ?
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wow calling his daughters dangerous??? what a shitty thing to do. how about some evidence? or
leave this guy alone

Marie Levine

David Henderson what make you believe this?

Faisal Ladak
Shamoon Siddiqui

Ramo Euqah
Alok Sharma I have a Rottweiler. Do you want to borrow it next time and take it for a walk with you ?

David Henderson
He’s a communist. Here’s a video of him giving a talk about how CPP is misunderstood. 

https://fb.watch/2ep-qZhZtr/
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Dr. Teng Biao: The World Misunderstands The Chinese Communist Party  
A Chinese human rights lawyer, former lecturer at China University of Political Science and Law, and
currently a visiting fellow at Harvard Law School. Dr. Teng co-founded 'The Open Constitution Initiative'
(Gongmeng) whose report on the 2008 uprising in Tibet challenged China's policies in Tibet. He is also a
signatory to the Charter’08 manifesto which calls for Freedom and Democracy in China.
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Alok Sharma
David, Exactly the opposite!!! Did you even watch the video? He is saying that CCP is

misunderstood as "good" when in reality it is "bad". He is saying that CCP is misleading everyone
and people should not trust it.

Susan Adams
And honestly who cares if he even is a communist. Isn’t the whole point to peacefully coexist
with many points of view?

Mala Alagason
Susan Adams exactly !

Kristi Flynn
Susan Adams exactly!!!

Truman Levine
i think David Henderson is obviously a communist spy. just look at the facts

David Henderson
Susan Adams another biden supporter blind to world affairs. perhaps you want to comment on the
ongoing human rights violations by the communists in China and their policy to block criticism of its

policies towards Tibet, the still-ongoing Hong Kong protests, and its imprisonment of a million or
more Uighurs and other ethnic minority groups in forced re-education camps.

Truman Levine
David Henderson youre completely missing the point

David Henderson
Truman Levine really? enlighten me then

Truman Levine
how does what China does make it okay to harras a man at his house????

Susan Adams
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Susan Adams
Actually was an Independent until not that long ago. I’m just not willing to assume a neighbor is
some nefarious villain or is somehow individually responsible for the bad acts of others in his
home country. Here to support a neighbor in a community where I find the coexistence incredibly
important and worthwhile

Mahdi Hedhli
David Henderson you should actually listen to the video... he is critical of the CCP saying they

break promises and don’t give their people the rights promised to them in their own constitution... he
says the CCP is misunderstood because it’s not like other modern governments. 

Don’t you think this is inline with his role of being a human rights activist opposing the CCP? 

You can’t simply google the mans name with the word communist and make that association. At least
read a little deeper.  

Conservatives seem to believe many protests/protestors are paid opposition... why is that so hard to
believe now?

Mahdi Hedhli
Read this thread for an easy explanation: https://twitter.com/anderscorr/status/
1334238090802630656?s=21

Anders Corr, Ph.D. on Twitter
twitter.com

Mahdi Hedhli
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guo_Wengui

Guo Wengui - Wikipedia
en.wikipedia.org

Jordan Lee
I listened to his whole speech in that videolink you have. He's against the CCP, and calls the
communist party a criminal group at 3:50 in that video. He's NOT a communist.

Mahesh Ukidave
Alok we are proud of you that you are standing up for community. Kudos 🙏👌👍
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David Henderson
check the facts

Dani Alexander
@David, not sure exactly what you’re driving at. If your main source of intel is Fox News, this barely
scrapes the surface. It’s not a reputable outlet, just as CNN is not. I have been conducting business
with China for nearly 2+ decades with experience there - in person- on both mainland and HK. You
cannot infer- from a single professor in Beijing who Tucker Carlson showed speaking about his
opinion- that an entire government is corrupt. The corresponding of our tariffs increasing to 10% on
all Chinese imports (essentially doubling what had been in place since 1992)- was not a reason to
release a bio weapon (Covid 19) and support Biden’s election. The two are not mutually exclusive. I
feel like Tucker is showing a very biased view of China that does not accurately identify the society I
work with. Remember also that many companies decided to share the tariff, essentially taking on that
extra 5% as it was far less disruptive to business - so it made our prices higher. Consider that Trump
actually just made it more difficult to buy basic consumer goods from that single action. He should
know better- he has many products produced there with his license agreements. So, in the end,
China didn’t “learn a lesson” from the tariff reform- they simply used it against us. Understand that
from an insider POV, your rhetoric is very surface and seen from the lens of an outsider to what the
true story is.

Xiaofan Sun
Thank you, Alok. Nice to meet you there on Sunday. Be safe.
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